
1. Royole Moon 3D headset £649.99
Nothing beats watching lms as they were intended 
- in full denition and with exceptional surround 
sound. Now, thanks to the Royole Moon™ 3D 
headset from Smartech you can experience the 
cinema from the comfort of your own home. Truly 
immersiimmersive, it combines a full HD resolution with 
noise cancelling headphones and Moon’s giant 
800” curved screen. The display size is adjustable to 
simulate the theatre experience on one end to a 
heads up display for a video game on the other. 

2. Segway Drift £249.99
The Segway Drift W1 self-balancing e-Skates are 
sstylish, cool and fun to master. The total 7kg weight 
enables you to carry the Segway Drift W1 around 
easily. Just step on, it balances for you - the  only 
thing that you need to do is to steer and lean with 
your weight. The Segway Drift W1 has a maximum 
speed of approximately 12km/h (7.5 mhp) and 
comes with rubber bumpers at the front and rear 
tto protect during any impact. Suitable for ages 
6 years+.

3. Polaroid Go Instant Camera £109.00
Start capturing memories with Polaroid Go, the 
newest and smallest addition to the Polaroid family. 
Featuring a retro-inspired design, this analog device 
is the smallest instant camera in the world, perfect 
ffor bringing along on all of your memorable 
adventures.

4. Charging Dock £15
This Dual charging dock from Elago is made from 
an anti-scratch silicone. The compact dock can 
charge your iPhone or your Apple Watch and 
Airpods simultaneously. The useful device also 
ffeatures under space to keep your cables organised 
and your desk tidy.

5. SmartHalo for bikes £169.99
This SmartHalo device is perfect for anyone 
looking to make the most out of bike riding - 
whether it is travelling to work, keeping t or just 
for fun. As soon as you start riding, SmartHalo will 
stastart tracking your time, distance, average speed 
and calories. No need to press stop at the end, 
because SmartHalo detects the end of your ride 
and stops monitoring. You can set goals and see 
them in real time directly on the device, ride safely 
with an automatic light and rest easy knowing 
your bike is secured by a 110dB motion-triggered 
alaalarm.
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